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Communications has changed dramatically –
and the trends started long before 2020



TRENDS BEFORE 
AND NOW 



Social media is powerful

◦ People are turning to 
alternative sources of news 
more than ever before 

◦ 51% of U.S. adults reported 
increased social media 
usage since the pandemic

◦ A single post can spark a 
world-wide movement

“Video of George Floyd death on social 

media sparks world-wide protests”



Social media is powerful

◦ Social media opposition is 
here to stay

◦ Cancel culture or power 
structure for holding 
governments, elected 
officials, celebrities and 
companies accountable?



Social media is powerful

“He raised millions in donations through beer 

money. Then his old tweets surfaced.”



Social media is powerful

“Detroit venue cancels President Trump’s rally 

after social media backlash”



Social media is playing an important role

“Activists gather outside of 

Minneapolis Police Union Chief Bob 

Kroll"

“Teens on TikTok organize to 

troll Trump’s rally in Tulsa"

Activists are organizing more quickly

“Social media video of George 

Floyd death sparks protests around 

the world"



Not all news is legit
With more people relying on social media for news, fake news is flourishing

“Swans ‘return’ to Venice during COVID-19”

“VIDEO: COVID-19 
linked to woman eating 

this bat soup”



People want information NOW



Images are more powerful than words



News media is still influential

“Trust in quality news outlets remains strong 

during coronavirus pandemic”



But local newspapers are struggling

“Hastings Star Gazette, Woodbury 

Bulletin among Minnesota papers 

closing since COVID. Others cut staff”

“Coronavirus has closed more than 

50 local newsrooms across America. 

And counting.”



People are becoming more divided

◦ People are more likely to 
select news and social media 
accounts that affirm their 
beliefs

◦ Increased social media use, 
fear of COVID-19 and the 2020 
election increasing divisions

◦ Growing distrust of institutions, 
businesses and governments



Emotions trump logic

◦ Growing distrust means that 
emotions are more powerful 
than ever

◦ “Fighting emotion with logic 
is like bringing a calculator 
to a knife fight” 



The popularity of the “David vs. 
Goliath” news story

David has the advantage:
• David can say more than 

Goliath

• David has less to lose than 

Goliath

• People are inherently more 

sympathetic to David

“17-year-old California student calls out 

Trader Joe’s online for racist labeling 

following George Floyd death”



WHAT DOES THIS 
MEAN?



Time for a gut check

◦ Are your audiences hearing 
from you?

◦ How often are you 
communicating?

◦ Which platforms are you 
communicating with?

◦ What is your tone?

◦ Are you being transparent?



Know your audience

◦ People are out of practice 
with social interaction

◦ Isolation has caused us to 
be hypersensitive and 
overly vigilant

◦ This is playing out in strange 
ways 

“We’re all socially awkward now”



Build trust

◦ Communicate regularly

◦ Share information that is 
interesting to your audiences

◦ Share positive stories

◦ Let people get to know you –
but be careful



Be a careful communicator

Examples of words and 
phrases to avoid in 2020:

◦ “Grandfathered in” dates 
back to “grandfather 
clause” adopted by 
Southern states after the 
Civil War

◦ “Sold down the river” 
refers to enslaved 
peoples being sold

◦ Terms like “black list” and
“blackball” that use the 
word “black” to imply 
wrongdoing

“Everyday words and phrases that have 

racist connotations”



BUILD A CRISIS READY 
CULTURE

…and learn the art of the apology



It takes more than a crisis communications 
plan, you need a crisis-ready culture

TrainingInformation flow



“CrossFit CEO steps down after his racial remarks 

led Reebok, others to cut ties”

Crises are inevitable:
Some are self-inflicted



Some are outside of your control… and 
come from unexpected places

“President Trump suggests ‘injection’ of 

disinfectant to beat coronavirus”



What did Lysol say?

“As a global leader in health and hygiene products, we must be clear that under no 

circumstance should our disinfectant products be administered into the human body… As with all 

products, our disinfectant and hygiene products should only be used as intended and in line with 

usage guidelines. Please read the label and safety information.

We have a responsibility in providing consumers with access to accurate, up-to-date 

information... For this and other myth-busting facts, please visit Covid-19facts.com.”

https://www.covid-19facts.com/


A poorly 
managed 
crisis can:

Damage your reputation

Result in significant 

financial costs (legal, PR, 

loss of revenue)

Erode trust with key 

audiences



However, all crises can create 
opportunities

Organizations are 

measured more on how 

they respond to the crisis 

than the crisis itself



What types of leaders are these?



In times of crisis, leaders are revealed

◦ It all begins with the 

decisions made at the 

leadership level

◦ True leaders ask themselves: 

Did we mess up? How can 

we change?“Though their speaking styles are different, both Walz 

and the queen hit the right tone with their messages: 

serious, solemn and steady, yet also optimistic and 

reassuring, calling for courage, resolve, unity, and in 

Minnesota’s case, leadership.”

– Jennifer Hellman, COO and principal, Goff Public



“She helped a customer in need. Then US Bank fired her.”

Remember the US Bank controversy?



US Bank firing: CEO apology

“Our recent employment decision in Oregon does not reflect 
who we are as a company. It is important to acknowledge our 
mistakes and when we fall short of our own high expectations. I 
take full responsibility. 

This weekend, after personally speaking with the employees 
involved I have a better understanding of their motivations 
and don’t think we got this one quite right. I am committed to 
working with these employees and others on the team to 
understand how we can do better. 

We will also conduct an immediate review of our policies and 
make appropriate changes to them that align with our values 
and our commitment to both customers and employees.”

Andre Cecere, CEO, U.S. Bank



“Mountain Lake Chamber weighs ‘Pow Wow’ 

name change while community debate rages”

What would you do?



ELEMENTS OF AN 
EFFECTIVE CRISIS 
RESPONSE



Prompt notification

◦ Establish your organization as the 

source for information

◦ Don’t wait too long

◦ Avoid speculation



What the media wants to know:

 Names

 Details

 Cause

 Injuries

 Danger to public/environment

 If this has happened before

 Who is responsible?

 What are you going to do?

 How long it will take to resolve

Prompt notification

What you need to give them:

 Brief description of what happened

 The impact

 Who is in charge of resolving the    

incident

 Where people can find updates



Prompt notification

◦ You have options

◦ Don’t overrespond 

◦ You don’t always need to send a 

press release. Your most 

important audiences may be 

internal.

Press 

release

Third-party 

referral

Interview

Statement

News 

conference



Prompt notification

◦ How quickly can you reach 

them?

◦ Who has access to them?

◦ Who needs to be 

communicated with and in 

which order?

Keep a list of key audiences at 

the ready



Proper tone

◦ Put your crisis in the context 

of national conversations

◦ Who is the appropriate 

spokesperson?

◦ Legal is vital to crises – but 

it’s usually not the public 

face of your response

◦ Don’t let your personal 

struggle show



Proper tone

◦ People expect organizations to sound like people, not 

institutions

◦ Be better than these phrases:

◦ We take this very seriously…

◦ Our thoughts and prayers are with…

◦ We are committed to…



Proper tone

"My heart breaks for all the families, the friends and 

fellow soldiers. The coming days will be dark and 

difficult.” – Gov. Tim Walz

"We are heartbroken and devastated by the loss of 

three heroic Minnesotans. We also are tremendously 

grateful for our first responders who rushed to the crash 

site from the region and other parts of the state.” - Rep. 

Bob Dettmer

"All Minnesotans are united in grief for our National 

Guard members who perished today. Today’s 

accident reminds us of the dangerous job we ask them 

to do on a daily basis. No matter where they die, they 

are all heroes." - Senate Majority Leader Paul Gazelka

“All three aboard National 

Guard helicopter died in 

crash, Gov. Walz says”



Thoughtful messages

◦ Reflect your organization’s 

values

◦ Listen and validate emotions

◦ Feeling before facts



A half apology is just as bad as 
a non-apology



The recent Bon Appétit controversy

“New report details pervasive culture of racism at 

Bon Appétit magazine”



Bon Appétit controversy apology
“We want to address our readers, contributors and peers in light of 
Adam Rapoport’s resignation as editor in chief. The deeply 
offensive photo circulating of Adam is horrific on its own, but also 
speaks to the much broader and longstanding impact of racism at 
this brand. We have been complicit with a culture we don’t agree 
with and are committed to change.”

“We have been seriously discussing what change can look like and 
what we need to do to make it an inclusive, just, and equitable 
place. To start, that means prioritizing people of color for the editor 
in chief candidate pool, implementing anti-racism training for our 
staff, and resolving any pay inequities that are found across all 
departments. It means…supporting Condé Nast’s internal 
investigation to hold individual offenders accountable.”



FINAL 
TAKEAWAYS



People are resilient

◦ We see this during difficult 
times – people are eager to 
help their communities 
move forward

◦ Hard situations can result in 
innovations in the private 
and public sector



What does the future hold?

◦ In many ways, we have a 
blank slate in front of us

◦ We might not return to 
normal but the future could 
look even better



QUESTIONS?



Stay in touch!

jennifer@goffpublic.com

@crisiscoach


